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ON THE ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERISTIC
FOR A CLASS OF MATROIDS1

SET

BERNT LINDSTRÖM
ABSTRACT. The independent sets of an algebraic matroid are sets of algebraically independent
transcendentals
over a field k. If a matroid M is isomorphic to an algebraic matroid the latter is called an algebraic representation
of
M. Vector representations
of matroids are defined similarly.
A matroid may have algebraic (resp. vector) representations
over fields of
different characteristics.
The problem in which characteristic sets are possible
for vector representations
was recently answered (see [2]). The corresponding
problem for algebraic representations
is open.
We consider a class of matroids Mp (p a prime) the vector representations
which were determined by T. Lazarson long ago. One member of this class,
Mi, is the important
Fano matroid which plays a crucial role in many parts
of matroid theory. We prove that Mp has algebraic representations
only over
fields of characteristic p.
The proof depends on derivations in fields. Using derivations we transform
an algebraic representation
of Mp into a vector representation.

We will assume that the reader is familiar with the elements of matroid theory
and, in particular, with the notion of an algebraic matroid [5, Chapters 1 and 11].
The matroid Mp can be defined by its vector representation over the prime field
GF(p), the column vectors of the matrix

/l

0 ••• 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 ■•• 0 0 110
0 0 ••• 0 0 111

0 0
V0 0

••• 1 1\
•■• 1 1 1
■■■ 11

••• 10
111
••• 0 1
••• 0 1 1 1 1 •■• 1 0/

with p + 1 rows and 2p + 3 columns. The rank of the matroid Mp is p + 1.
Using the vector representation of Mp it is easy to derive an algebraic representation over GF(p) according to [5, Chapter 11.2]. Let Xi,X2,...,Xp+i
be algebraically independent transcendentals
over GF(p). Let yo = x\ + ■■■+ xp+i
and yi — yo — x¿ for i = 1,... ,p + 1. The elements of Mp are then represented
by ii,...,xp+i,yo,
j/i,...,yP+i
in this order corresponding to the columns of the
matrix above.
Of course, there are many other algebraic representations
of Mp. Let me just
mention one when p = 2: replace "+" everywhere in the p¿'s by the composition
"*" defined by a*b = (a + b)(l + ab)-1. But are there representations of Mp over
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fields of characteristic distinct from p? The problem was suggested for the Fano
matroid in [5, Example 11.2.2]. The answer is "no" by our theorem:
THEOREM. If Mp has an algebraic representation
acteristic of k is p.

over afield k, then the char-

The proof depends on derivations in fields. Let k Ç E Ç F be a sequence of field
extensions. A derivation of E over k with values in F is a mapping D.E^F
such

that, for any x, y G E,

D(x + y) = Dx + Dy,
D(xy) —xDy + yDx,

Dx —0 if x e k.
Using derivations in fields, Ingleton was able to prove in [1] that an algebraic
representation over a field of characteristic 0 can be transformed into a vector
representation over another field of characteristic 0. Hence any matroid which
is algebraic over a field of characteristic 0 is a vector matroid.
This does not
necessarily hold for prime characteristics. Ingleton's proof depends on the fact that
field extensions are always separable when the characteristic is 0.
An element x 6 L is called separable over K when it is algebraic over K and its
minimal polynomial over K has distinct roots. An algebraic extension L of K is
separable over K when each element in L is separable over K.
For f(X) a polynomial in if [AT],let f'(X) denote the formal derivative of f(X).
An irreducible polynomial f(X) is called separable when its root in some extension
of K are distinct. One can prove that f(X) is separable if and only if f'(X) is not
the zero polynomial [6, p. 49].
If a is separable algebraic over K, then any derivation D of K over k has a
unique extension to a derivation of K(a) over k [6, p. 101]. If fD(X) is the result
of operating with D on the coefficients of f(X), the minimal polynomial of a over
K, then fD(a) + f'(a)Da = 0 gives the value of Da. More general, if L is finitely
generated and separable algebraic over K, then any derivative of K has a unique
extension to L.
If K c L is not a separable extension, it may be impossible to extend a derivation
D of K. Consider, e.g., k(xp) C k(x) when the characteristic is p, and let D(xp) = 1
in k(xP).
Assume that K = k(xi,X2, ■■■, xm), where xi, x2>..., xm are algebraically independent transcendentals over k. K is isomorphic to the field of all rational functions
of m variables with coefficients in k. For i = 1,2,..., m,

(1)

DixJ=6ij,

i = 1,2, ...,m,

defines a derivation Di of K over k. If r G K then D¿r = dr/dxi, the partial derivative with respect to x¿. The derivations Di,D<i,... ,Dm are linearly independent
over K and form a base in the vector space DerfcÄ" of all derivations of K over k.
If L is separable algebraic over K, then each derivation D¿ has a unique extension
Di to L, and the derivations Di,... ,Dm are the base in the vector space DerfcL
of derivations of L over k. The dimension of Der«.!, is thus m = the transcendence

degree of L over k.
For each z £ L we have a mapping of DerfcL into L which maps D € DerfcL on
Dz. This map, which is a linear functional on the vector space DerfcL, is denoted
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Also note

that (cf. [3, p. 269])
d(xy) = xdy + ydx,

d(x + y) = dx + dy.

We intend to use the operator d to transform algebraic representations of matroids
into vector representations.
But some caution is necessary.
EXAMPLE. Consider the matroid with the algebraic representation x, y, z, xy, xz,
yz over GF(p), where x,y,z are algebraically independent transcendentals
over
GF(p). Note that xy,xz,yz are algebraically independent over GF(p). Also note
that different GF(p) give isomorphic matroids. We now apply the operator d. We
get dx, dy, dz, xdy + ydx, xdz + zdx, ydz + zdy over GF(p). The last three elements
are linearly independent if and only if p ^ 2. This shows that new circuits may
appear which were not there before the application of the operator d.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Assume w.l.o.g. that k is algebraically closed. Let
¡Ei,..., £p+i,yo, 2/1, • • •, J/p+i De a11 algebraic representation of Mp over a field k of
characteristic q—we use the same letters as before in order to facilitate identification. In particular, Xi, ■■., xp+i will correspond to a base of Mp and are therefore
algebraically independent over k. We want to prove that q — p.
We shall prove that there are numbers mi,...,
mp_|_i and no,..., np+i, which are
powers of q, for which j/n* is separable algebraic over ¿(x™1,..., x™^1 ) when i =

0,1,...

,p + 1. To simplify, write xmi = & and y1-3= r¡j. Let K = fc(£i,...,

£P+i)

and L = K(r)o,... ,r¡p+i).
Then L is separable algebraic over K. Hence, any
derivation D on K over k has a unique extension D on L. The dual vector space

(derfcL)* has the base d£i,... ,d£p+i.
When we apply the operator d the algebraic representation of Mp is transformed
into a vector representation of a matroid Mp, which a priori may be nonisomorphic
to Mp (in fact, they are isomorphic when q —p). It is important that the following
circuits are preserved when the operator d is applied:
A

t

T

A = {zi, z2, •••, Xp+i, yo j,

Bi = {xi,...

,Xi^i,yi,Xi+i,...

Ci = {xl,y0,yi},

E=

,xp+i},

i - 1, ...,p

+ 1,

i = l,...,p+l,

{yi,...,yP+i}.

The verification that these are circuits of Mp is left for the reader.
Since A is a circuit there is a polynomial A(Xi,...,
Xp+i,Yo) with coefficients
in k for which A(xj,... ,xp+i,yo) = 0. Choose A of minimum total degree (the
total degree of a polynomial is the sum of degrees of all monomials which occur in
the polynomial) such that for mi,...,
mp+i,no, which are powers of q,

(2)

A(xri,...,xp^r,2/on°)=0.

For brevity we shall denote partial

dA/dXl (l<i<p+

(3)

derivatives

of a polynomial

A by A1 =

1), Ap+2 = dA/dY0. We now claim that

Aî(xr,...,xp"+pr,2/0lo)^0,

i = l,...,p

+ 2.

Assume w.l.o.g. that A1 = 0. If A1 is the zero polynomial then we can find a polyno-

mial P with P(X\, X2,...,Y0) = A(Xi ,...,Y0), hence P(x«mi, • • •, <+T, Yn°) =
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0. Note that P has smaller total degree than A, since all
is a contradiction by the choice of A. Hence A1 is not
A1(x7^1,..., x™*}1, î/q0) = 0 then we have a contradiction
has smaller total degree than A. Therefore (3) holds.
Since Bi is a circuit, we can find a polynomial Bi and
power of q, where Bi has minimum total degree with

(4)

5t(xrv..,y7v--,<VT)=o,

We do not exclude fractional n¿ (qth roots).
we conclude as before that

(5)

variables do occur. This
the zero polynomial. If
since the polynomial A1
a number n¿, which is a

¿= l,...,p + l.
Since Bi has minimum total degree,

Bl{xr\...,yT,---,^+V)^^

¿ = l,...,p + l,

where B\ is the partial derivative of Bi with respect to F¿.
At least one more derivative is nonzero:

(6)

3j:j¿i,

BÍ{xr,-..,y?i,...,xpf11)¿0,

» = l,...,p + l.

Assume that all jth derivatives are 0 when j ^ i. Then we can find hj = qc', Cj >
1 (j 7a i) and a polynomial Hi over k such that

Bi (Xi,..., Yi,..., Xp+1) = Hi IXi ',..., 1,,..., Xp+j j .
Then there is a polynomial Ki such that

Bi(Xi,.. .,Yi ,..., Xp+i) = (Ki(Xi,.. .,Yi,. ..,Xp+i))q,
and we have, by (4),

Kl{[xm\...,yr/q,--.,x^)^0.
Since Ki has smaller total degree than Bi, we have a contradiction, and (6) follows.
For brevity we will write xmi = & (1 < t < p+ 1), y^ = n¿ (0 < i < p + 1).
Note that n¿ is separable algebraic over K = k(£i, £2, ■• •, £p+i)i which is purely
transcendental over k, by (2)-(5). Let L = K(r¡o,... ,r¡p+i). Then L is separable
algebraic over K. Let d be the operator which associates an L-linear functional

dz e (derfcL)* with z G L.
Because of the circuit C¿ there is a polynomial C¿ of minimum total degree such

that

(7)

a(C,,i?o,^) = 0, ¿ = l,...,p+l.

At least one partial derivative Cj (j — 1,2,3) is nonzero:

(8)

3j e {1,2,3}: C?'(&,»?o,%)^0.

We prove later that all three derivatives are nonzero.

If we apply the operator d to (2), (4) and (7), we find
P+i

(9)

Yi AJdtj + ^P+2di7o= 0,
j=i
p+i

(10)

XI Bid^ + B\drn= 0, i = l,...,p+l,
j¿i,j=l
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C}dZi+ Cfdn0+ Cfdrii= 0, i = l,...,p + L

We eliminate drjo between (9) and (11), and find
p+i

(12)

(¿Cf - Ap+2C¡)d^- A^Cfdru + £ A*Ofdi,= 0.
j^i,j=i

We will prove that Cf(^i,rj0,r]i) ^ 0 for j = 1,2,3. Assume that Cf(£i,r)o,r}i) —
0. Then we have a nontrivial linear relation between d£i,...

,d£p+i by (3), (8) and

(12), which is impossible. Hence Cf ^ 0.
Next we find by (5), (10) and (12),

(13)

AiCf = Ap+2C¡.

By (13) and (3) it follows that Cf and Cf are either both 0 or distinct from 0.
In the first case we find by (12) dn¿ = 0, and we have a nontrivial linear relation
between d£i,..., d£p+i by (6) and (10). This is impossible. Therefore we have

(14)

CÍ(^,vo,m)^0,

¿ = 1,2,3; t = l,...,p +1.

By (12), (3) and (14) we then find
p+i

(15)

Ap+2cf(Cfy'dm
= J2 ***** ¿= i,...,p + i.
jjti,j=l

We recall that E = {t/i,... ,yP+i} is a circuit of Mp. This implies a nontrivial
linear relation between dr¡i,... ,dnp+i, and the right-hand members of (15) (i =
l,...,p
+ 1) have to be linearly dependent.
The determinant of the system is
pA1 ■■■Ap+1, which is 0 only when p = 0. Hence the characteristic is p, which was
to be proved.
REMARK. When the characteristic of k is p then (9) and (15) give a vector
representation of Mp, which is the first mentioned representation of Mp in some
disguise.
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